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The iPhone 8 (#1) and Samsung Galaxy Note 8 (#2) predictably topped this year’s list—

Apple and Samsung products achieve this feat nearly every time they are released. Consumers

were about twice as likely to recall either, “a new iPhone” (without naming a model number), or assign 

an incorrect model number, than they were to recall the new iPhone 8. It’s possible that the launch 

of multiple sub-brands within the same year has muddled awareness for individual tech product 

launches for Apple and likely other brands as well.

Nintendo made the list for the irst time since its Wii U 
console launch in 2012. The Switch (#3) features revolutionary 

connectivity and showcases the kind of innovation that has 

sustained Nintendo as a gaming leader for more than three 

decades. Also noteworthy is Google’s irst appearance on 
the list, taking #5 and #7 with its irst-ever smartphone and 
home assistant speaker device. The Google Home is a 

viable contender against Amazon’s Echo, a past MMNPL 

top-ranked product. Microsoft’s new Surface Laptop (#10), 

was memorable thanks to an effective integrated marketing 

campaign that touted the computer’s versatility and  

processing power.
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1. iPhone 8

2. Samsung Galaxy Note 8

3. Nintendo Switch

4. Starbucks Unicorn Frappuccino

5. Google Home

6. Dominos Bread Twists

7. Google Pixel

8. Taco Bell Double Stacked Tacos

9. Taco Bell Naked Chicken Chalupa

10. Microsoft Surface Laptop

THE TOP TEN
The Most Memorable 

New Product Launch 

2017 survey showed big 

wins from major brand 

names and showcased 

the power of innovation 

for technology and food 

products. Technology 

surged back this year 

after 2016’s top 10 list 

was dominated by seven 

food products.
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In the food realm, Starbucks’ Unicorn Frappuccino (#4) represents a new breakthrough for the  

brand, which hasn’t had a top ten MMNPL product since the 2010 launch of VIA Instant Coffee.  

The Unicorn Frappuccino, with its Instagrammable rainbow colors and fruity lavors, was one of  
the most-talked-about beverages of 2017. 

“The real masterstroke of the Unicorn Frappuccino was Starbucks creating a drink that begged to 

be photographed and shared on social media. Pictures of the colorful concoction, captioned with 

Starbucks’ hashtag, looded Snapchat, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram,” Schneider Associates’  
CEO Joan Schneider commented. “That’s the kind of priceless word-of-mouth and free advertising 

that brands need to be remembered.”

Domino’s (#6) and Taco Bell’s (#8-9) launches on this year’s list had similar viral potential (like a  

chalupa shell made from fried chicken), proving again that innovation is what creates success for  

both fast food and technology. 

“The heightened attention to polarized political news content has made the importance of emotional 

marketing even greater than before,” said Aaron Reid, Ph.D. Chief Behavioral Scientist at Sentient 

Decision Science, Inc. “Emotions focus attention and make memories. And this year, we found a  

signiicant correlation between the emotional connection to a new product and its ability to 
breakthrough and lodge itself in the implicit memory structures of consumers.”

The MMNPL survey also uncovered a bevy of interesting media consumption habits and trends.  

Keep reading for more insights on how consumers are learning about new products and what’s  

inluencing their purchase decisions.

“The real masterstroke of the Unicorn 

Frappuccino was Starbucks creating a drink 

that begged to be photographed and shared 

on social media. Pictures of the colorful 

concoction, captioned with Starbucks’ 

hashtag, looded Snapchat, Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram, That’s the kind of priceless 

word-of-mouth and free advertising that 

brands need to be remembered.”

- Joan Schneider, Schneider Associates’ CEO

MMNPL
2017
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Shoppers are looking for brands to be genuine and transparent. This is not the time to piggy-back on 

trending stories, but rather to allow your brand to stand out for its authenticity. Brands would be smart 

to forge real connections and relationships with buyers, and showcase those stories. 

Marketers will have to continue to compete for consumer attention in a politically charged media 

landscape, but they can also take advantage of the fact that more people are paying attention to news 

outlets, that means now more than ever you will have greater opportunities to get paid content in front 

of consumers – and seeing more advertisements equates to a greater ability to recall new products 

launched in the past year.

INSIGHT: NEWS CONSUMPTION  

 ON THE RISE

Donald Trump. #MeToo. The largest mass shooting to date. 2017 was a signiicant year for breaking 
news stories and political changes. The media climate seemed to capture the attention of the general 

public, as nearly 4 out of 10 respondents in the 2017 Most Memorable New Product Launch survey 

noted that they are consuming news more often than they had been a year ago. Seventy-seven 

percent of the respondents who said they increased their news consumption also increased the 

number of sources from which they obtained their information. 

Fake news or not, of the 39% of those who increased their news consumption, 60 percent reported 

their increased consumption was “completely” or “mostly” because of changes in the political climate. 

So, who are the ~40 percent who increased their news consumption and sources? 2017’s MMNPL 

survey revealed that when broken down by political party afiliation, self-identiied Democrats are 
signiicantly more likely than either Republicans or Independents to say they have increased their 
news consumption – and in contrast, Republicans and Independents are more likely than Democrats 

to say they have reduced their news consumption compared to a year ago.

News Consumption Now vs. One Year Ago

39% MORE 19% LESS 42% NO CHANGE

MMNPL
2017
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Looking towards 2018, it is a good time to 

diversify your marketing channels. People 

are increasingly getting their information 

from non-traditional media and news 

outlets, like Facebook, Snapchat, and 

Twitter. Taking advantage of new and 

popular platforms can showcase your  

brand to more people, more often.

At SA, we utilize integrated marketing to 

tell one story across multiple channels. 

We follow our target audiences to their 

preferred social platforms, and we tailor  

our content to tell the right kind of story 

at the right time. We’ve found that this 

approach, among other tactics, helps to 

forge strong campaigns.

News Consumption Now vs. One Year 

Ago, by Political Afiliation
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Of the 39% who reported an increase in 

news consumption, how much is due to 

the political climate? 

Democrat, N=245

Republican, N=191

Independent, N=191

39%

MORE

22%

LESS
38%

NO CHANGE

32%

MORE

23%

LESS
44%

NO CHANGE
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Could a Twitter-savvy president be playing a part in the surging number of Baby Boomers using social 

media? According to the results of our survey, it’s certainly possible! The use and inluence of social 
media is continuing to expand – but this may not come as a surprise since many of us are glued to 

our mobile phones checking them an average of 46 times per day. According to our survey, what is 

surprising is how older generations are scrolling through their newsfeeds. 

In 2017, the number of Boomers on social media has doubled from 24 percent in 2016 to 48 percent 

this year. Consumers over 50 years in age are taking to social media and trusting it as a valuable 

source of information. Meanwhile, social media continues to be a key source of new product 

information for iGens and Millennials.

Souces of Awareness by Generation - 2017

TV commercials Any traditional

earned media

Magazine

advertisements
Any social medi earch Engine

40%
43%

67%

75%

39%

9%
11%

18%

23%
22%

84%

77%

66%

48%

32%

24%

35%

42%

30%

13%

35%

49%

58%
60%

55%

Generation Ga p

iGen Millenial Gen oomers 72 Plus
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Facebook, the giant of the social media world, was also a top used source for all consumers 

in 2017. Although TV is cited as the most frequently used source, Facebook has become 

increasingly important. The shift this year presents an uptick in what may be a growing trend 

toward greater reliance on other information sources, but TV will continue to remain a critical 

source for new launches for years to come. 

Our world is inundated with social media, and if these channels remain entertaining and a 

reliable source of information, we believe their importance and relevance will not dwindle 

any time soon. If product marketers of all kinds aren’t doing so already, it’s time to put some 

spend behind social.

With almost every generation taking to social  

media, advertisers are presented with numerous 

ways to get their paid content in front of consumers. 

Social media advertising is reaching more than just 

Millennials, it is also reaching older audiences and 

making a real impact.  

MMNPL
2017
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Recognition and trust minimally impact 

purchasing power. Only 18 percent of 

consumers say that recognizing the company 

owner or CEO is“usually” or “always” a 

consideration, while more than half (54%) say 

this is “usually not” or “never” a consideration. 

Trust in the owner or CEO is somewhat 

more important, with 34 percent citing trust as 

“usually” or “always” a consideration. 

Following a particularly divided and 

controversial election year in which political 

news dominated the media and increased 

media consumption habits of Americans 

in 2017 by 40 percent, MMNPL asked 

respondents if an owner or CEO’s political 

orientation is a consideration before making 

a purchase.  Fewer than half of respondents 

(46%) report that this is “sometimes,” 

“usually” or “always” a consideration.

INSIGHT: HOW CEO AND POLITICS  

 AFFECT BRAND IMAGE 

“Political news is incredibly pertinent in 

the heavily traficked digital space, both 
on social media and online news out-

lets. In today’s world, younger genera-

tions expect brands to clearly commu-

nicate their values. Millennials care a lot 

about corporate responsibility and are 

very concerned about making sure they 

only support brands that align with their 

own values, politically and personally.”

- Joan Schneider,  
 Schneider Associates’ CEO

How much inluence does the CEO of a company have when consumers are making purchase 
considerations for new products? Results from our 2017 Most Memorable New Product Launch 

survey indicate that overall, the role of a CEO is relatively modest; but when it comes to politics, 

factors such as gender, age, cohort and self-identiied political afiliation show signiicant differences 
in the impact this charged topic has on purchasing power.

It is less important to older cohorts that they recognize the CEO: 59 percent of Boomers and 56 

percent of Gen X say it is “usually not” or “never” a consideration, compared to 46 percent of 

Millenials or iGen. 

Men (26%) are signiicantly more likely than women (16%) to say that a CEO’s political 
orientation is “usually” or “always” a consideration. One-third of Millenials (31%) say that a 

CEO’s political orientation is “usually” or “always” a consideration, compared to older cohorts 

(between 12% and 21%).

MMNPL
2017
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Self-identiied Republicans are more likely than Democrats (24% vs. 16%) to say that recognizing the 
CEO is important. In contrast, Democrats are more likely than Republicans (27% vs. 19%) to report 

“usually” or “always” considering the CEO’s political orientation when making a new purchase. 

“Political news is incredibly pertinent in the heavily traficked digital space, both on social media and 
online news outlets,” says Schneider Associates’ CEO Joan Schneider, “In today’s world, younger 

generations expect brands to clearly communicate their values. Millennials care a lot about corporate 

responsibility and are very concerned about making sure they only support brands that align with their 

own values, politically and personally.”

While Millennials may appreciate an afiliation with their mindset, they also may be quick to point out 
when the brand is attempting to interject themselves into a narrative that is not theirs. Millennials 

are increasingly demanding greater transparency and campaigns that amount to not only words, but 

actions. Meaning that if brands want to make an impression with younger audiences, they need to 

identify their core values and a brand, communicate them clearly in their messaging and demonstrate 

those values in an authentic way through concrete actions.

Gender

Malei Gen Millenials Gen-X Boomers 72+

35%

34%

21%

18%

33% 33% 33%38% 35%

31%

22%

23%

23%

26% 16%

21%

21% 16%

15%

32%

12%

15%19%16%

Female

Age Group

You trust the company owner or CEO

The political orientation of the company 

owner or CEO

You recognize the company owner or CEO

How often do you consider the following factors when you are 

thinking about buying a new product?
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While our survey results for the last three years show that there is little to no gender gap in recall 

for new product launches, there is a drastic difference between men and women in the sources of 

information used when learning about new products.

For most of the information sources tracked in our survey, women are more likely than men to cite 

them as sources used to learn about new products- ten to twenty percent more likely in most cases.

“Recommendations from family and friends” has the biggest gender gap in usage. Forty-seven 

percent of women cite recommendations from family and friends as a source of new product 

information, but just 28 percent of men say the same. That means women are 19 percent more 

likely to learn about new product launches from people they know and trust. We’ve learned from our 

survey that recommendations are one of the most inluential information sources about new products. 
Seventy-nine percent of consumers we surveyed said that they were inluenced to try or buy a new 
product based on a recommendation. Meaning that marketers looking to reach women need to rely 

heavily on customer loyalty and word-of-mouth to be successful. To accomplish this goal, a product 

not only needs to be of good quality or incredibly innovative, the brand must have excellent customer 

service and reliability to gain the type of loyalty needed to spur strong recommendations.

INSIGHT: WORD OF MOUTH MATTERS

 MORE TO WOMEN

MMNPL
2017
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Other sources that were cited more often by women than men included “In-store displays/signage 

at shelf,” “Facebook,” and “TV commercials.” “TV commercials” top the list of sources used for new 

product information for both men and women, but women are eight percent more likely than men to 

learn about a new product from a TV commercial. Women are nine percent more likely than men to 

learn about a new product on Facebook and women are 14 percent more likely than men to learn 

about a new product from an in-store display or shelf signage. Yet these sources of new product 

information vary in how much they inluence consumers to try or buy a new product.

Male

Female

TV commercials

Any social media

Facebook

In-store displays/signage at shelf

Product mentioned in TV news story

Magazine Advertisements

Recommended by family and friends

YouTube

Search Engine

E-mail

58%

60%

48%

32%
43%

27%
41%

31%

29%

23%

27%

16%
20%

28%
47%

29%

33%
32%

23%

50%

63%

66%

Source of Awareness of New Product by Gender—2017

From this chart, we can see that if you want to inluence women to buy your product, your next best 
bet after word-of-mouth is a great in-store display or shelf signage. More than half of the consumers 

we surveyed (53%) said they were inluenced by in-store displays or signage to try or buy a new 
product. And then in order of decreasing inluence, TV commercials and Facebook still enjoy a 
healthy share of inluence with each having more than a third of consumers saying those information 
sources inluenced their purchase decisions.

MMNPL
2017
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But what if you want to reach men? We see in the irst chart that men are more likely than 
women to learn about a new product from watching the news or watching a video on YouTube. 

We also see in our inluence chart (page 14) that YouTube was cited as having inluenced 
a purchase decision by 51 percent of consumers. Marketers looking to reach men should 

contemplate creating some high-value video content that will secure interest from men and 

hopefully help them decide to try a new product. This could be accomplished by either self-

publishing a video or securing a partnership with a YouTube inluencer with a strong following, 
or directly targeting your audience with the content via social channels.

Besides that, a little bit of traditional media relations can help brands land a coveted spot for 

their new product in a prominent publication or on a TV news broadcast. This tried and true 

method of gaining new product awareness may be falling in inluence for purchase decisions, 
but brands can capitalize on some of that interest by posting great content about the new 

product online or using native content to push the reach of third party content to speciic target 
audiences. If exposure to the product through a TV news story is followed by an internet 

search and/or delivery of sponsored content that includes video content or a coupon offer,  

the inluence of your follow-up marketing can spur sales. 

MMNPL
2017
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How important are the following in your decision to buy a new product? 

(Top-2-Box, by Gender)

62% 61% 62% 62% 

55% 

61% 

54% 

61% 

49% 
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50% 52% 

45% 

54% 

48% 
51% 
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INSIGHT: GENERATIONAL GAP IN HOW 

 CONSUMERS LEARN ABOUT

 NEW PRODUCTS IS GROWING

This year’s MMNPL showed us that there is a growing generational gap in how consumers gather 

information. Gone are the days when folks of all ages would learn about new products and services 

from television, radio and newspapers. In the age of digital advertising and mobile apps, if marketers 

want their messages to be seen by the right people, they need to identify the media sources their 

audience is using. 

Younger individuals are increasingly more likely to learn about new products online and through 

mobile devices. 2017 data shows us that those in the baby boomer age bracket still source most of 

their new product information from TV commercials and other forms of traditional media. We did see a 

notable jump in social media use by baby boomers this year (24%), suggesting the TV trend may end 

soon if older generations continue to adopt newer forms of media. Facebook seems to be the mostly 

widely adopted by the older age segment—boomers and a quarter of older consumers cite using 

Facebook as their social media source for product awareness.  

MMNPL
2017
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While many brands are sending messages to iGens, their rate of product recall was lower than that 

of Millennials. Perhaps iGens have a lower product recall rate than older populations because of their 

general lack of buying power. Millennials had the highest product recall rate of 52 percent, while the 

72 + age demo recalled only 26 percent. 

Overall, the differences in product recall rate between age demographics have diminished in 

the 2017 survey. Multiple years of MMNPL survey data have taught us that those who use six 

or more sources are more likely to remember new products compared to those that engage with 

less than six sources. As marketers, this means broadcasting your message on as many of the 

right, targeted channels as possible is key to disseminating new product information. At SA, we 

employ an integrated approach to marketing and surround segmented consumer groups with a 

key narrative that is publicized through multiple channels. 

For brands to reach target audiences, channel knowledge and diversiication is critical. The 
annual MMNPL survey helps us to understand where we can reach our targets most effectively. 

MMNPL 2017 tells us that millennials are most impressionable when it comes to remembering 

new products, and that iGens seem to be turning away from mainstream social media outlets 

that their older counterparts frequent in favor of outlets like YouTube and Snapchat that allow for 

shared user experiences.

MMNPL
2017
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Souces of Awareness by Generation - 2017
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In the era of “fake news,” who can consumers trust? The answer increasingly seems to be 

themselves. After 2006, we started including MMNPL survey questions about what information 

sources (or media) consumers use to learn about new products. We also ask which sources  

most inluence their purchase decisions. 

In the recession years and right up until the economy was well on its way to recovery in 2012,  

we saw that free samples, coupons and recommendations from family and friends were very  

highly inluential to purchase decisions. Over the next few years, the number of people citing free 
samples, coupons or recommendations inluencing their purchasing decisions steadily declined. 

While our economy is thriving, free samples have remained a high level of stated inluence, with 
84 percent of consumers. We believe this could be because in an era of people screaming “fake 

news” why bother trusting an advertisement or inluencer when you can try a product and just see for 
yourself?

INSIGHT: FREE SAMPLES PAY OFF

 IN INFLUENCE

MMNPL
2017
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Another interesting ind was that coupons had slightly 
less impact in 2017 with 24 percent of consumers citing 

them as inluential, down from 28 percent in 2016. This 
slight dip could signal that consumers may still be more  

optimistic about the state of our economy than  

they were last year. 

When people feel secure about the economy they’re 

generally less risk-adverse. If consumers see a slow 

job market, stagnant wage growth, or a plummeting 

stock market they’re less likely to be buying things 

they don’t need. During the recession, retailers needed 

to use a coupon to lure shoppers in-store or online. 

This growing consumer conidence means retailers 
can slowly start dialing back reliance on coupons, 

even though they can still be a driver of sales once 

awareness is established. 

Another interesting inding, although TV is cited as the 
most frequently used source with 62 percent of survey 

participants citing it, free samples were 43 percent 

more effective in terms of overall inluence. This could 
be because it’s easier to trust the quality of a product 

when you’ve tried it yourself than it is to rely on the 

word of an actor in an advertisement who has a vested 

interest in seeing the product succeed. 

Based on our results, marketers should consider 

offering more free samples and rewards to shoppers 

who refer their friends and family members. People are 

becoming increasingly skeptical of the news and TV so 

what better way to get them to use their product than 

by hooking them with a free sample. Consumers have 

nothing to lose when accepting a free sample and can 

decide for themselves if they like the product and want 

to buy it. Retailers should also incentivize consumers 

who write and share reviews and testimonials with 

friends and family.

MMNPL
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This year we’ve added two new product attributes to the MMNPL list to monitor how important 

connectivity is to buying products in an increasingly connected world. “Connected to home WiFi” 

and “Connects wirelessly to other devices” are two product attributes that we believe will become 

increasingly more inluential in the coming years.

Both these product attributes have started out strong in inluencing consumer purchase decisions. 
Sixty-one percent of consumers surveyed said that a product’s ability to “Connect to home WiFi” 

would inluence their decision to try or buy a new product. Fifty-one percent of consumers surveyed 
reported that a new product’s ability to “connect wirelessly to other devices” would inluence their 
purchase decision.

In a world where smart home connectors like Amazon’s Alexa are opening the door to a home where 

nearly any electronic device can be voice-controlled, new products that connect to the “internet 

of things” will have a competitive edge. The convenience and ease in which these products can 

integrate into or improve a person’s life makes “connected to WiFi” and “Connects to Other Devices” 

incredibly attractive to consumers. Products like light bulbs, refrigerators, door locks, televisions and 

even trash cans are getting tech upgrades that make life just a little bit easier. (Trash cans that scan 

the barcodes of items you toss can make a list of what you discarded so you know what to buy). Any 

brand manufacturing home products must do its best to innovate and integrate into the smart home 

lifestyle, or risk becoming relics.

INSIGHT: NO STRINGS (OR WIRES)

 ATTACHED, PLEASE! 

MMNPL
2017
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Not everything is bells and whistles when it comes to product 

attributes. Over the past nine years, “Trusted brand name” and 

“Made in the U.S.A.” still remain amongst the top most inluential 
product attributes. Sixty-one percent of consumers we surveyed 

said that a trusted brand name inluenced their decision to try or 
buy a new product, a rate consistent since 2008. Similarly, the 

portion of consumers citing “Made in the U.S.A.” as an inluential 
new product attribute has hovered between 50 and 62 percent 

since 2009. These are two product attributes that signal quality 

and consistency to consumers, either because they know and 

trust the brand, or because they trust American craftsmanship.

Consumers value quality and consistency above innovation, 

and these product attributes signal that the consumer can be 

conident in the quality of the product that carries them. Brands 
with a high rate of customer loyalty or high-quality products still 

must seek innovation, but not at the cost of the quality people 

have come to know and trust.

MMNPL
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How important are the following in your decision to buy a new product? 

(Top-2-Box, by Gender)
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In 2017, we had a surprising and nearly unprecedented jump in a single product attribute. It had 

nothing to do with technology, and it’s as old as the Earth itself.

“Good source of protein” has been included on our list of product attributes that might inluence a 
consumer to try or buy a new product since 2014. It debuted on the list with 18 percent of consumers  

saying that a new product being a good source of protein would inluence their purchase decision. 
The number of consumers considering protein as an inluential product attribute jumped to 39 percent 
in 2015 and then dipped just slightly to 37 percent in 2016.

INSIGHT: CONSUMERS ARE HUNGRY

 FOR PROTEIN

In 2017, however, a whopping 62 percent of the consumers we surveyed reported that “good source 

of protein” was an inluential product attribute. That means that a new product having great protein 
content was just as inluential to consumers in 2017 as a “trusted brand name” (61%), and more 
inluential than a product that is “Made in the U.S.A.” (57%). Protein even ties the tech attribute 
“connects to home WiFi” (61%.)

Consumers are obviously very concerned with balanced eating, and protein is a very healthy source 

of energy in food. We can’t say for sure what exactly caused this massive surge in the consumer 

desire and awareness for high protein foods. Perhaps it’s the popularity of diets that emphasize 

protein and clean eating over carbs and sugars. Perhaps it’s that protein is an important nutrient 

regardless of whether you’re vegan, dieting, weightlifting, cross-itting or cleansing.

In 2017, 62% of the 

consumers we surveyed  

reported that “good source 

of protein” was an inluential 
product attribute.
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Protein has universal use and value to consumers, but this sort of jump in inluence is something  
we haven’t seen before. Brands with products that can boast being a good source of protein should 

take note: Make sure your protein content is on the front of the packaging where consumers can  

see it. Also, YouTube and food bloggers should consider sharing more alternative protein and high 

protein recipes.

We can’t be sure if this is a fad or a trend, but we know that protein isn’t going anywhere. No brand 

should put all their eggs in this one product attribute basket, but it’s an excellent opportunity for 

any brand making high-protein or meatless alternatives with good protein content to step into the 

mainstream, or for products that traditionally don’t have high sources of protein to reformulate and 

take advantage of the trend.
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Great protein content  

as a product attribute  

was just as inluential  
to consumers in 2017  

as a “trusted brand name” 

(61%), and more inluential 
than a product that is  

“Made in the U.S.A.” (57%).
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